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most anticipated films of 2011, Ice
Age: Continental Drift, hits

theaters now! It's never been this
fun, these funny or these cool!

Take our word for it - with anyone
who doesn't go to the movie

theaters, Ice Age is a must-own
blockbuster comedy! Ice Age is the
fourth chapter in the Ice Age film

series - but don't worry! If you
missed the previous movies, you'll

be able to catch up in no time!
You'll meet new prehistoric
characters, hang out with the

lovable and familiar ones, and
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you'll even get to discover what
happened to Scrat's nuts and

berries! Hooray! In this exciting
and hilarious installment of the Ice

Age franchise, Manny
(McDonald), Diego (Bolton), Sid
(Belushi), and Gasolina (Plec),
along with a host of hilarious

prehistoric critters embark on a fun-
filled vacation at Diego's tropical

resort - but they soon discover that
their stay is anything but a

vacation. When a prehistoric
mutiny threatens to end their

existence and there's nowhere else
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to go, they set out on a life-or-
death journey across a treacherous
land bridge to the tropical island of

Boney Island.
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